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1.

Introduction

Introduction

With the release of 6Gb/s SAS / SATA RAID products, Intel® has set new industry standards for
RAID product performance and added new features that improve manageability. To further
enhance the 6Gb RAID product line Intel has introduced a new set of add-on premium features
that allow customers to:
1. Optimize performance with the addition of Solid State Drives (SSDs) to their RAID
configuration
2. Provide additional data recovery protection
3. Add support for Self Encrypting Drives to protect data from theft or misuse.
These features can be enabled at any time through the addition of a Premium Feature Key
(PFK) to the RAID controller.

1.1

Optimized SSD solutions

It has always been possible to add off the shelf SSDs to the system and to organize them as a
RAID volume. Two new features have been added to improve RAID performance through the
use of SSDs:
1. When using one or more SSDs as an all SSD RAID volume, the FastPath I/O feature
can be enabled that optimizes the RAID controller software stack for use with these solid
state solutions. With this premium feature enabled, solid state drive configurations are
tuned for small, random block-size IO activity, typical of transactional database
applications, doubling the IOPs capability attained without the key installed.
2. A feature called SSD Cache can be enabled that allows the use of one or more SSDs to
serve as a cache pool for RAID volumes made up of hard disk drives, greatly improving
performance in some applications by allowing frequently-read data (hotspot data) to be
copied from a traditional hard drive to second tier SSD cache, allowing for faster data
retrieval for data which is re-read.

1.2

Providing Additional Data Recovery Capability

A new feature called Snapshot Recovery provides a means for simplified recovery of data,
automatic boot volume protection, and inexpensive disaster recovery enhancement for small-tomedium sized businesses. This is accomplished through a quick and easy-to-use feature within
the RAID storage manager that restores or recovers data should file loss or corruption of a
volume occur. With this feature, a snapshot of a selected volume is taken that can provide a
means to roll back to a previous point in time.
File Restoration/Recovery
With one of more snapshots taken and the Restore-from-View option, users can simply view
their point-in-time (PiT) snapshots and determine inconsistencies in content between PiT &
source data (deleted/missing files, presence of virus), then drag files from the snapshot to
source volumes seamlessly.
Boot Volume /Virtual Drive Protection
Through the use of either/both Snapshot and Auto Snap (where snapshots are taken
automatically at boot time), should the system become unbootable, rolling back to a previous
PiT allows boot restoration and block/file level repair.
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Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Services VSS Support
Through the support of VSS (Provider) Snapshot recovery now supports any VSS Requestor
calls through MS’s VSS service and ensures data consistency when using a 3rd party backup
applications.

1.2.1

Protecting Data Through Self Encrypting Drive Support

Self Encrypting Drive (SED) support provides a user interface for local key management for self
encrypting drives or SEDs such as the “Seagate Secure” line of hard disk drives. SEDs require
a high security key to unlock them at power up; Intel RAID® SED support provides the interface
within the RAID management utilities to create and manage keys and to interface with the
encryption engine on the self encrypting drive. With the key, the SED capable Intel RAID
controller can unlock the hard drives providing several real world advantages, including:
1. Secure data when a drive is misplaced, failed, or removed from service.
2. Auto-Lock volumes in case of server or drive theft.
3. Instantly erase the drive data before returning leased or defective drives
Intel RAID SED capability provides a secure, simple, affordable, and high performance solution
for full disk encryption support.

1.2.2

How it works

The desired feature is activated via a Premium Feature Key. Intel® RAID Mainstream and
Scalable performance controllers include a key header that enable the Premium Feature Key to
be plugged onto the adapter.

Figure 1. RAID Premium Feature Key and Key Header

When the presence of the enablement key is detected by the RAID controller, the premium
feature is activated and will remain active as long as the key is connected. In the case of a RAID
controller failure, the key can be transferred to a replacement controller.
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Installing the Premium Feature Key

IMPORTANT: Your Intel® RAID Controller must be programmed with the latest Intel® RAID
Controller firmware to enable Intel® RAID Premium Features. A Raid controller firmware update
is available at: http://www.intel.com/support/motherboards/server/.
The feature key is designed to plug onto a Mainstream or Scalable Performance Intel® RAID
Controller that has a RAID Premium Feature Key connector. The Intel® RAID Premium Feature
Key must remain attached to the connector in order to enable and maintain the premium
feature.

Figure 2. RAID Premium Feature Key Header Location

In the figure, the arrow points to the location of the RAID Premium Feature Key connector for
the Intel® RAID Controller RS2BL080. This is a 2-pin shielded connector, the location of
Premium Feature Key connector on your Intel® RAID Controller may vary. Please refer to the
Intel® RAID Controller User Guide for the location of this connector. Only single PFK
installations are allowed (one PFK header per controller). When the PFK is removed all
premium features provided by the key are disabled.
With the Feature Key installed, unless noted specifically, the added feature must be enabled
and/or configured using the RAID BIOS Console utility or RAID Web Console 2 utility.
For detailed information on enabling and configuring the feature key option, please refer to the
Intel® RAID Software User’s Guide available under your selected controller at
http://www.intel.com/support/motherboards/server/
Removing the PFK is done by firmly holding the RAID controller on a flat surface, and pulling
the Intel® RAID Premium Feature Key from the connector.
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SSD Cache with Fastpath IO Premium Features

These two mutually exclusive features are combined on one premium feature key. Each of
these features is described below:

3.1

SSD Cache

SSD Cache uses one or more Solid State Drives (SSD) as a second level of controller cache,
allowing for very large data sets to be present in that cache to improve overall application
performance. In this configuration, in addition to mechanical SAS or SATA hard drives set up as
virtual drives, one or more SSDs are set up as a cache pool into which data is written at the
same time it is written to the virtual drive. Up to 32 SSDs can be assigned to the cache pool,
increasing the size of the cache pool increases the likelihood of a cache hit. During a data read
command, if the data can be read from the controller memory or from the SSD Cache pool
rather than from the virtual drive. Because IO performance is much higher for an SSD than for a
mechanical hard drive, data can be accesses much more quickly. This is especially beneficial
when reading small block random data, but may not be of benefit for large block sequential data
reads, and is of no benefit if data is not existent in the cache pool.
This solution is ideal for cost sensitive server environments, by offering a high-performance
upgrade that requires only a small investment in SSD technology, and provides the benefit of
high IO SSD capability with the advantage of also being able to use large capacity SAS or
SATA hard disk drives.

3.1.1

Configuring SSD Cache

Configuring and managing SSD Cache can be accomplished using the RAID Bios Console
Utility (ctrl+g at boot), or via the RAID Web Console 2 utility. We will describe enabling and
managing the feature using the RAID Web Console 2 utility.
An SSD Cache pool can be created from either the dashboard view of RAID Web Console 2 or
from the properties pull down option.

Figure 3. Intel® RAID Web Console 2 Dashboard
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Figure 4. Creating SSCD

You can then select SSD drives for inclusion in the SSC Cache pool and then chose to create
the pool; you will then see the SSD cache pool in the logical view as shown below:

Figure 5. SSCD Properties

With the cache pool created, any data going to the virtual drives supported by the controller will
also be copied to the cache pool, and any read requests will look in the cache pool and read the
data if it exists in the pool.
You can remove the SSD Cache drive group any time without affecting the data that exists on
the virtual drives. SSD cache is not a backup strategy for data existing on virtual drives, SSD
cache data will remain available across reboots, but will be overwritten on a first in / first out
basis.
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Usage Models

SSD Cache is best suited for small working data set applications where data is frequently read
and re-read from a relatively small working data set as depicted in the graphics below.

Figure 6. SSD Cache for small working data set applications

Figure 7. SSD Cache pool improves IO Performance for Exchange

Adding additional SSDs to the SSD Cache pool can benefit transactional database (OLTP,
SQL) and some Email applications that have larger working data sets that require a larger
cache pool to scale performance.
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Figure 8. SSD Cache pool for larger working data sets

Figure 9. SSD Cache Doubles IO Performance for MS SQL

SSD Cache can improve the total cost of ownership by lowering the latency for data retrieval
and getting more out of the storage investment.
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Figure 10. SSD Cache cuts the MS Exchange Cost Per Transaction by “Half”

3.2

Fastpath I/O

Fast Path is a high performance IO accelerator for Solid State Drive (SSD) arrays connected to
a MegaRAID controller card. This premium feature solution can dramatically boost storage
subsystem bandwidth and overall application performance when deployed with a 6Gb/s SAS
MegaRAID controller connected to SSDs.
Intel RAID controller cache is tuned to provide general IO Path capability for Write Through data
transfers in disk drive based arrays that can reach up to 80,000 IOPs. However, with SSDs now
able to reach up to 33,000 IOPs for each drive, additional IO capability is needed. Fast Path is
an SSD-centric solution to improve IO performance by supporting full optimization of SSD
Virtual Disk groups. With this premium feature enabled, raid firmware supporting Solid State
Drive configurations is tuned for small, random block-size IO activity and can sustain over
150,000 IO READS Per Second. This is three times the IOPs levels attainable by the previous
RAID solutions. The performance levels reached with this solution are equivalent to those of
much costlier Flash-based adapter card solutions.

3.2.1

Configuring Fastpath

This feature is enabled by default when the Fastpath Premium Feature Key is installed.
Enablement of this feature can be verified in the properties screen of RAID Web Console 2.
Fastpath does not use RAID Controller Cache and is an optimal IO path available for reads on
RAID 0,1,5,6; and Writes on RAID 0,1,5 (Write Through Only).
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Usage Models

Applications with larger active data sets and wider IO access ranges show less improvement
with SSD Cache, Cache hit rates are lower due to heavy write requests. These applications are
a better fit for FastPath.

Figure 11. Applications with Larger Active Data Sets and Wider IO Access Rages

For applications requiring highest transactional throughput or with critical data on SSD RAID
volumes can benefit from up to 147,500 IO/s for real world workloads.

This graph above depicts 4KB On-Line Transactional Processing (OLTP ) 67% reads and 33% writes
with 8 Intel X25E SSDs, RAID 0, 64K Stripe Size, WT/DIO/NRA

Figure 12. OLTP Performance with and Fast Path and Non-Fast Path
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Snapshot Recovery Premium Feature

The Snapshot feature offers a simplified way to recover lost or corrupted data and provides
automatic protection for the boot volume. You can use this feature to take a snapshot of a
volume at a ‘Point in Time’ (PiT) and then later roll back an individual file or a complete volume
to that point in time.
You can store and manage up to 8 snapshots of individual Points in Time for each volume
which will allow the user to restore a file that has changed or been deleted, roll back
applications to a previous point in time, or roll back a complete volume to a point in time that
was captured by one of the eight snapshots. This allows a user to recover lost data in minutes,
minimizing the downtime experienced by users and eliminating the lengthy process of restoring
data from tape. This feature will allow a configuration where the server’s boot volume can be
easily recovered in the case where the volume is no longer bootable due to operating system
corruption or an errant patch or update.
Snapshot Recovery is not a substitute for a tested backup strategy. When Snapshot Recovery
is enabled, a complete copy of the volume is NOT taken, but rather changes to the selected
volume are tracked. When a roll back to a snapshot at a previous Point in Time (PiT) is done,
you are “undoing” changes to the volume that caused corruption or a file deletion.

4.1.1

Configuring Snapshot

When you enable MegaRAID Recovery, you select two virtual drives, one as a snapshot base
and the other as a snapshot repository. Prior to a data block being overwritten in the snapshot
base, the original block is copied to the snapshot repository to a snapshot Point in Time (PiT).
The original data block in the snapshot repository will not be overwritten with subsequent
updates so that the original block can be “rolled back” to the original point in time. When a
follow-on snapshot is taken, the previous PiT is frozen and all subsequent changes are
redirected to the follow-on snapshot. The user can subsequently create a snapshot view that
allows the user to roll some or all changes back to a previous PiT.

Figure 13. Enable MegaRAID Recovery

When you enable Snapshot, the MegaRAID recovery Wizard will appear.
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Figure 14. Select Snapshot Repository

On the Enable Recovery Wizard screen, select the virtual drive to use as the Snapshot
Repository in the Snapshot Repository field. (You can leave the suggested virtual drive as the
Snapshot Repository.) You can then enter the capacity to use in the Snapshot Repository for
changes to the base virtual drive. By default, the available capacity is the largest free block of
capacity on the snapshot repository virtual drive.
You will be prompted to choose to have a snapshot taken on reboot. If you select this option, a
snapshot is taken on boot after every successful shutdown. You can use this snapshot of the
boot virtual drive to restore the operating system on the virtual drive in case the virtual drive
becomes corrupted. Data existing on the virtual drive designated as the Snapshot Repository
will be lost when converting it to the Snapshot repository. If you enable the take snapshot on
reboot option and the enable auto deletion of snapshot option the system will automatically
delete the oldest snapshot and then create a new one after reboot after creating 8 snapshots.
An example of the location of the Snapshot Base Volume and the Snapshot Repository Volume
is located below.

Figure 15. Snapshot Base and Snapshot Repository

The size of the Snapshot Repository must be large enough to hold the data contained in all
eight snapshots. Typically this requires an equivalent amount of space in the repository that will
be used by files and data in the Snapshot Base. However, this depends greatly on the type and
size of files that will change over time and will vary depending on usage model. In order to grow
the size of the repository, the snapshot feature must be disabled and the repository virtual
drives will be lost. The snapshot repository virtual drives will then need to be recreated.
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Snapshot Tips:
1. You can use RAID Web Console 2 (RWC2) to create up to eight snapshots of a volume.
RWC2 shows the snapshots in chronological order from the oldest to the newest. Each
snapshot is a PiT snapshot of the virtual drive that is the Snapshot Base.
2. The snapshots appear on the timeline from the oldest on the left to the newest on the
right. If you create the maximum number of snapshots allowed, eight, the Create
Snapshot button is disabled. You cannot create an additional snapshot unless you
delete a snapshot.
3. After you create the snapshots, you can create views of the PiT snapshots. You can
search the snapshot view to find and recover data that is not corrupted or missing. The
view is looking at the “Snapshot Repository” volume. Data from view can be copied to
the Snapshot Base volume.

Figure 16. Create View of Snapshots

To create a view of a Point in time, select a snapshot on the timeline and click create view. The
view will now be visible as a mapped drive in your operating system, such as in the “My
computer” window in the Windows operating system. You can then copy the files in the new
drive to the original drive and cover them.
If you wish to delete a snapshot, you can delete them one at a time, beginning with the oldest
snapshot.

4.1.2
4.1.2.1

Usage Models
File Restoration/Recovery

With Restore-from-View, users can simply view their point-in-time (PiT) snapshots, determine
inconsistencies in content between PiT & source data (deleted/missing files, presence of virus),
and then drag files from the snapshot to source volumes seamlessly. For example:
Multiple users are sourcing and editing files in a shared folder that resides on a virtual
drive that is backed up on tape every night. But with Snapshot Recovery, Snapshots are
taken 2x daily; at backup and remotely, last one 12:00 PM. Any authorized user can
mount a view of the mid-day snapshot and drag and drop the important file back into the
shared folder, providing access to the file within minutes. Users only lose changes that
were made to the file between 12:00 PM snapshot and file deletion.
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Snapshot Recovery Premium Feature

Boot Volume /Virtual Drive Protection

Through the use of either/both Snapshot and Auto Snap (where snapshots are taken
automatically at boot time), should system become unbootable, the user can roll back to a
previous PiT which allows boot restoration and block/file level repair. For Example:
The OS is contained on a separate volume from data and is non bootable due to a
power loss or by a malicious file. Without Snapshot Recovery, the system drive would
require a rebuild and reinstallation of applications. But with Snapshot Recovery, an Auto
Snapshot can be taken of the boot volume every time the system boots and the user can
perform a roll-back by entering the Bios Console Utility during power on and roll the boot
volume back to a bootable point in time.
4.1.2.3

Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Services VSS Support

Through the support of VSS (Provider) recovery now supports any VSS Requestor call through
Microsoft’s VSS service. This supports data consistency when using a 3rd party backup
Application (ex. Symantec). Snapshot stores periodic snapshots of a virtual drive’s data at
different points in time (PiTs), the user configures virtual drives for each application(s) including
one for the snapshot repository, RAID Web Console 2 allows the user to enable MR Recovery
for each virtual drive. The sser designates the repository drive and size needed to store the
snapshot data, snapshots of the data can be taken at any given time with a single mouse click
or auto-snap at boot. For example:
1.

The backup archival application runs backups on the ACTIVE Virtual drive but data
inconsistency can be experienced when emails are moved from inbox to local drives
frequently, and some email headers may appear but cannot be opened. This
inconsistency can cause errors when backup data is restored.

2.

Snapshot Recovery is a VSS Provider and will accept VSS requests from the archival
application. With Snapshot Recovery enabled and PiTs taken frequently, the archival
application (VSS requestor) can perform a backup of the most recent Snapshot Point in
Time and Snapshot Recovery PiT will ensure consistent data throughout the backup
process.
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Self Encrypting Drive (SED) support

The SED support capability of the RAID controller provides Full Disk Encryption(FDE) via a
Premium Feature Key which is required to enable this feature. It is equivalent to Intel® RAID
controllers that ship with Full Disk Encryption enabled by default (RS2BL080DE and
RS2PI008DE). The product code for Intel RAID controllers with built in encryption support
enabled ends in DE.
Full Disk Encryption is encrypting data at rest on a hard disk drive, several methods of
encrypting data at rest can accomplish this, including software or host-based encryption, or
through data encrypted by an encryption engine located on the drive.
Self Encrypting Drive technology is one method of implementing FDE. This method puts the
encryption circuitry directly on the disk drive and the drive then encrypts everything written to
the disk and will de-crypt everything read from the drive. Intel RAID controllers with a product
code that end in “DE” or that have a premium feature plugged on to enable the feature can
manage the encryption key on the drive. All data going to and coming from the SED drive
passes through the encryption engine on the drive and the drive will automatically encrypt and
decrypt all data passing in and out of the drive unless the Self Encrypting Drive is secured
through managing the drive’s encryption engine via RAID Firmware. When the RAID controllers
firmware is enabled to manage the encryption key, as user definable encryption key can be
created that becomes part of the encryption algorithm. When the drive is powered down or
removed, the SED drive becomes “locked” and the encryption key within that drive will not
encrypt or decrypt data making the drive unreadable until RAID firmware provides the correct
encryption key to the drive and authorizes encryption / decryption. A security-enabled SED drive
may be lost or stolen, but it will not expose its data to an unauthorized user without the proper
encryption key presented to the drive.
Disk Encryption Services are provided by all Mainstream and Scalable Performance Intel® 6Gbs
RAID controllers when the Encryption Management AXXRPFKDE PFK installed. These RAID
controllers are based on the LSI 2108 or later ROC chip with at least 512MB of controller
memory.
SED supports the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) from NIST (National Institute of
Standards and Technology) and is implemented with a 128-bit. AES is defined in the NIST
publication FIPS 197 (Federal Information Processing Standard) and has been adopted
internationally as an encryption standard. The Seagate implementation of AES in drive circuitry
has received NIST certification through an independent laboratory, as tested against the FIPS
197 standard. Current Seagate implementation is based on a 128-bit encryption key. There are
2^128 = 3.4 x 10^38 possible keys with 128 bits, which is a huge key space. NIST estimates
that AES 128 is safe from key-search techniques for at least the next 30 years.
There is no way to circumvent the security measures provided by the drive. For example, if the
Security Key is lost, the owner has no recourse for gaining access to the encrypted data. But,
security best practices dictate that sensitive or critical data should be backed up, as well as
critical parameters like Security Keys.
Non-SED drives cannot be part of an encryption-protected RAID set. SED drives can be used in
non-encryption-protected RAID groups. This means that a customer could purchase all SED
drives and turn on the encryption protection, as desired. Enabling encryption actually means
turning on the locking function, as the drives are always encrypting. The locking function is
configured by selecting the appropriate feature on the RAID management console for those
drives and defining a Security Key.
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The server can be configured to pause during the MegaRAID boot sequence for a password. If
the appropriate password is not entered in three attempts, the server will still boot but the data
on the SEDs will be inaccessible. If the OS boot partition is secured, the server can be
configured to pause during the MegaRAID boot sequence for a password. If the appropriate
password is not entered in three attempts, the server will not boot.
There is only a very slight impact to performance as a result of SED implementation. This is
because encryption is done on the hard drive via an AES engine built into the electronics of the
drive. SED drives operate at the same throughput and response time levels as non-SED drives
and encryption horsepower scales perfectly with the number of drives in the system.

5.1.1

Configuring SED Support

Two general configuration steps are required to enable the controller encryption support within
the RAID management utility (BIOS Console or RAID Web Console).
Step 1: Enable Encryption (Drive Security) Support in RAID Console.

Figure 17. Enable Drive Security

Step 2: Build a Virtual Drive Containing SEDs

Figure 18. Drive Security Properties
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Instant Secure Erase

“Instant Secure Erase” means that an authorized administrator can overwrite the on-board
encryption key, thereby rendering the encrypted data unreadable. MegaRAID supports this
feature on all 6Gbs products (i.e. Encryption Management products are not required for instant
secure erase).
When encryption is enable via the RAID controller utility, data is encrypted based on the
encryption key which is managed by the RAID controller. Cryptographic erase changes the drive
encryption key rendering the data on the drive unreadable. There is no recovery option to
restore the key, Instant Secure Erase is non-reversible.
Instantaneous erase provides a method for secure disposal or repurposing of disk drives without
the risk of data contained on the drives being readable or recoverable by any means. It provides
a simple and efficient way of sanitizing the drive.
Instant Secure Erase is only permitted on unconfigured drives to remove possibility of deleting
array data. In Raid Web Console 2 Go To > Physical Drive > Instant Secure Erase or Right
Click on the physical drive and select Instant Secure Erase.

Figure 19. Instant

5.1.3
5.1.3.1

Secure Erase

Usage Model
Protect Data When Returning Failed Drive.

A recent study by IBM indicates that 80% of drives returned to the drive vendor for warranty
replacement include recoverable data. When SED drives are secured by the RAID controller via
encryption management the data on the drives is not readable without the encryption key, so a
drive can be safely taken out of service and returned for replacement even though the drive may
be non functional and cannot be erased.
5.1.3.2

Instant Secure Erase

Drives being taken out of service for replacement or for repurposing can be easily erased by
performing an Instant Secure Erase which removes the encryption key from the drive logic and
renders the drive data inaccessible even if the original encryption key is known.
5.1.3.3

Theft protection

The RAID controller firmware will manage both the encryption key and a boot password.
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1. If a drive is stolen from a system and installed into another system, the data on the drive
cannot be read unless the encryption key is provided to the drive to unlock the
encryption engine.
2. The RAID firmware can be enabled to manage a boot password so that if the server
containing the RAID controller (with encryption key in memory) and SED drives are
stolen, the RAID firmware will prompt for a boot password. If that password is not
provided, the RAID controller will not allow access to the encrypted volume.
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Summary/Conclusion

6.

Intel® RAID Premium Features

Summary/Conclusion

Intel provides and option key header on Mainstream and Scalable Performance level RAID
controllers that allows additional features to be added to the RAID controller feature set. These
features can be enabled by plugging a Premium Feature Key (PFK) onto the option key header
on the RAID controller. Premium Features include:
1. SSD Cache with Fastpath IO
2. Self Encrypting Drive Support
3. Snapshot Recovery
With the addition of the SSD cache and Fastpath IO key, RAID firmware can detect Solid State
Drives and optimize for their performance in either and all SSD array, or in arrays of SSDs that
act as a second level of read cache. The addition of the key that enabled Self Encrypting Drive
Support allows the user to configure and manage self encrypting drive encryption keys for
drives offered by vendors such as Seagate Technologies “Seagate Secure” drives. Snapshot
Recovery allows the user to set up a Snapshot repository into which original data blocks are
copied when updated, allowing the user to “roll back” to a point in time and recover a lost or
corrupted file or volume.
The ability to add a key that enables a premium feature allows the user the flexibility to enable a
feature needed for a particular application without burdening the controller with the added cost
of all available features, and provides the user with the power of truly enterprise class raid
solutions at their finger tips.
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